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Littlefield Presents:

Eat Peter to Feed Paul
Drawings and Installation Works by John Felix Arnold III & Christopher Burch

Also Featuring an Evening of Musical Performances by Ninjasonik & Ken South Rock

Thursday, March 1 – 31, 2012
Opening Reception: Thursday, March 1, 2012 6-9pm Free

With Opening Night Performances by Ninjasonik & Ken South Rock: 9pm-12am Door Cover
Art works will be on view at Littlefield through March 31, 2012.

Littlefield NYC is located at 622 Degraw St., Brooklyn, NY 11217 (718) 855-3388 

Brooklyn, NY – January31st, 2012 – Littlefield NYC is pleased to present Eat Peter to Feed Paul, an 
interactive art experience that melds fine art, installation, sound, and performances in a collaborative 
presentation conducted by John Felix Arnold III and Christopher Burch, backed by a DJ set from 
the Reverend McFly and Charles Faxton, and featuring opening night performances by Ninjasonik 
and Ken South Rock. Eat Peter to Feed Paul examines the idea that a large section of society have 
become and are becoming “self sacrificing parasites”, and that there are those who are able to be 
conscious of this existence and look at it from outside of the cycle. Through a new body of drawings 
and installation Bay Area based artists John Felix Arnold III and Christopher Burch ironically explore 
the violent complex series of relationships between hyper consumerism and the inevitable 
consumption of self.  This will be the first time the two artists have shown together in New York City.

Eat Peter to Feed Paul will be exhibited at Littlefield, located at 622 Degraw St. in Brooklyn, NY. The 
artist’s reception will be held on Thursday, March 1, 2012 from 6-9pm, with free hordourves, 
refreshments, and a DJ set from the Reverend McFly and Charles Faxton, followed by performances 
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from the Ninjasonik and Ken South Rock accompanied by live painting from the two visual artists. The 
exhibit runs from March 1, 2012 through March 31, 2012. 

John Felix Arnold’s drawings and mixed media pieces combine a fine art aesthetic with a stylistic 
execution that’s intentionally derivative of graphic novels and comics. Equally influenced by this 
subversive genre of literature, modern dance, and his father’s collection of modern and abstract art, 
Arnold layers imagery with commentary to create a hybrid reality that references his synthesized 
human experience and aims to inform people of an ever hurtling machine that they are being wrapped 
inside of that is eating away at their humanity, yet seemingly cannot live without.

Christopher Burch's drawings and paintings are a beautiful amalgamation of traditional, classical 
drawing techniques, fused with early 20th century era cartoon images, references, and subjects that 
deal with intense issues of race, self, class, and the human experience as a tool to retell stories of old 
in a contemporary context in order to see new ways of thinking and moving through time from the the 
past in the present into the future.  His drawings are masterful and hark on the feelings dredged up by 
greats such as Goya , while re-synthesizing their classical nature into a modern story telling and 
analytical context.  His work is chock full of movement, struggle, intensity, history, resistance, 
movement, and contemplation.  

For Eat Peter to Feed Paul, the two will present graphic narratives of drawings and mixed media work 
in their signature styles. Figurative, sometimes human forms anchor the narrative of the works while 
undulating forms writhe and contort around, towards and through, at moments engulfing them. In some 
works these creations symbolize a visualization of the idea of “self sacrificing parasites” as the subject, 
while in others the figures in the images are being mindful and observant of these abstract, chaotic, 
organisms and energies which are attempting to pull them in and intertwine them into this world of 
parasitic sacrifice.

The installation work for this show will be a collaborative creation of the two artists embracing the 
same conceptual framework as the drawings, but executed in a three dimensional manner with found 
objects from the New York City streets.  The installation will also act as a guide to move the viewer 
through the space to view the drawing works while creating a sense of being boxed in at moments, 
and then a feeling of open free flowing energy at others. 

The two artists will then paint these amoebic creations live while the performances commence.

Eat Peter to Feed Paul invites viewers to understand the situations that determine the future of 
humanity and our ability to claim and nurture our own souls so as to break away from the trend of 
humanity becoming “self sacrificing parasites”. 

John Felix Arnold III was born in Durham, NC in 1980. The product of two dancers, his childhood was 
a mixture of artistic freedom, pure discipline and technique in everything he did. He has been drawing 
literally since he could pick up a crayon or a pencil. He was exposed to the 80′s arts scene in New 
York as a child, the insanity that was NYC at this time, traveling to major cities across the globe with 
his father’s dance company (Pilobolous), and the dying city that was Durham N.C. in the 80′s. Through 
these early, extremely intense experiences he developed eyes and a way of seeing that informed his 
art at a young age, and still does today. He moved to Brooklyn, NY on his own in 1998 to continue his 
art education at Pratt Institute where he graduated in 2002 with a BFA in Communication Design. He 
then moved to San Francisco to study Graduate Print Making at the San Francisco Art Institute in 2006 
and has lived in the Bay Area ever since. He has shown at The Luggage Store Gallery, 941 Geary 
Gallery,  Bold Hype Gallery, Old Crow Gallery, Roto Fugi Gallery, Ichy’s Gallery,, and many more.  He 
works in painting, drawing, print making, installation, and sound, and has created a whole new world 



and way of seeing. One in which the viewer is to become a part of his experience and conversation, 
and let their imagination thrive inside of that conversation.
felixthethirdrock.com

felixthethirdrock.tumblr.com

Christopher Burch was born in St. Louis Missouri.  He received his BFA at Columbia College in 
Columbia Missouri in 2002, and his MFA at the San Francisco Art Institute in 2008.
Christopher's aim is to create a visual language that captures the ectoplasmic echoes existing 
between laughter and death, the space between erasure and presence, the conflict between singular 
multiplicity, the uncanny ability of the comedic to show the vulnerable, the horrific, the morbid, the 
schizophrenic, and the ghostly, all at the same time blurring moments in time.  He has shown at 
Babylon Falling (SF), The St. Louis Regional Arts Commission, 1 A.M. Gallery (SF), The Luggage 
Store Gallery (SF), is a founding member of the Screwed Again Arts Collective, and is currently doing 
a residency with the Luggage Store at San Francisco's Tenderloin National Forest.
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Ninjasonik, the Brooklyn based trio that have been anihilating the music scene for some time now, are 
at the helm of a noisy cultural revolution and well on their way to becoming the voice for this new 
musical generation. They will as the group’s front man, Telli, states, “change the face of music…
forever.” Ninjasonik’s method of fusing the old, the new and the esoteric to energize, excite, and 
connect with their audiences sees them, not only solely producing music, but creating a lifestyle where 
everyone can claim the right to be who they are, wherever they are, for as long as they want. Where 
taking risks stimulates creativity, where creativity breeds innovation and where innovation effects 
change. This is the Ninjasonik formula.

ninjasonikmusic.com

Ken South Rock from Brooklyn and Tokyo.  It's not just the sound.  It's two people from opposite sides 
of the world connecting like long-lost brothers.  Together they explode with a unique combination of 
intimacy and intensity that reaches right up into any crowd.  One lives in the west and one lives in the 
east, they meet for one reason.  TO ROCK AND ROLL AROUND THE WORLD!!!!!!

kensouthrock.com

Littlefield is a performance and art space in Brooklyn’s Gowanus neighborhood nestled between Park 
Slope and Carroll Gardens. Housed in an old, 6200-square foot warehouse dating from the 1920s, 
littlefield merges the Gowanus’ industrial past with a sustainable future. These elements include a 
landscaped interior courtyard, sound walls formed from recycled rubber tires, a bar built from salvaged 
bowling alley lanes, and energy supplied by wind power. Future projects include a grey-water system 
and a landscaped roof that will reduce littlefield’s footprint to virtually zero while providing fresh 
ingredients for our menu.

Coupled with an industrial/organic aesthetic is a state-of-the-art sound system designed for live music, 
art installations, and film screenings. The main system is based around the latest 3-way loudspeaker 
arrays by EAW, powered by QSC amplifiers, and digitally controlled via networked Rane processors. 
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As  an  added  acoustical  and  functional  feature,  a  moveable  partition  was  built  to  separate  the 
performance space from the gallery/bar. When the partition is fully closed, the performance space can 
accommodate up to 300 people while the gallery/bar can hold up to 100. For larger performances, the 
partition can be moved to one side and littlefield can hold up to 400 people.

This flexible design allows littlefield to book diverse programming,  occupying various performance 
spaces either simultaneously or slightly staggered. littlefield has hosted a wide spectrum of programs 
including indie  rock,  hip-hop,  dance,  soul,  jazz,  experimental  and reggae,  as well  as  monthly  art 
exhibits, literary events and film screenings.

While enjoying these events, patrons can also try varied alcohol selections where sake, wine, micro-
brewed beers and cocktails are served. Famed mixologist Tona Palomino of WD-50 created littlefield’s 
menu, which focuses on a seasonal coherence of flavors and product.

Owners Julie Kim and Scott Koshnoodi hope their vision of opening up a diverse performance and art 
space  will  serve  as  a  beacon  for  the  Gowanus  as  development  continues  to  rejuvenate  the 
neighborhood.

Littlefield is located at 622 Degraw Street between 3rd and 4th Avenue in Brooklyn, NY  

littlefieldnyc.comyn.
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